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XYZ linear gantry systems are, in
many cases, constructed out of steel
beam sections with machined
surfaces for the fitting of the linear
guidance systems. Invariably linear
motion is provided by a rack and
pinion drive with the design using a
separate rack fitted to the steel
beam. In turn, this requires a
machined surface to provide the
required precision with the rack
being set parallel to the guidance
system.

In many applications a more
flexible design approach using
aluminium beams as the main axes
with v Guides has significant design
and installation benefits. This
arrangement can also reduce the
overall cost of the system.
This
White
Paper
contains
information on:
- Simplifying the design and
installation.
- Reducing maintenance costs.

SIMPLIFYING THE DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
XY / XYZ

SYSTEMS.

Construction beams shown in the
HepcoMotion HDS2 product range
made from high strength extruded
aluminium sections are available in
three sizes. The HB25 and HB33
beams are, in most cases, used as

the main X or Y structural members
whereas the HB25C functions
generally as a Z axis. Any beam
can be used for any axis the choice
comes down to load and deflection
requirements.

An XY arrangement with HB25
beams bolted at the ends to form
the machine structure
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A key benefit of the beams is that T
slots run longitudinally enabling
bolts to be located and adjusted to
the required position prior to fitting
the axes together. They also serve
as a means to fit switches and other
brackets.

All beams are fitted with V
guidance
slides
to
bespoke
positions indicated on the beam.
For direct fitting any of the four
beam corners can be used,
alternatively there are standard
back plates that will allow the slide
to be fitted to a T slot position. This
is particularly beneficial where
space is at a premium.

Where a rack drive is the preferred
choice, all v guides have the facility
for a rack to be cut directly into the
guide ensuring precise positioning
in relation to the V slide. Not only

does this save on the need to
accurately set a separate rack, it
simplifies the design of the carriage
plate that houses the v bearings and
drive gearbox / motor.

XYZ Gantry systems will require two
axes to be installed on site in
parallel. To make the process easier
v bearings are used on one axis
with flat rollers running on HDS2

flat track on the other. With this set
up the need to position each beam
parallel to the other is less critical as
axial compliance is automatically
built in.
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The bridging Y axis will be rack
driven from both sides.
Again
potential
setting
issues
are
overcome by using the rack cut into
the flat track as opposed to fitting

XZ

another separate rack. In turn a
common shaft and coupling will
allow the pinions to be coordinated
to ensure smooth motion.

SYSTEMS

Many of the design and installation
issues with XYZ gantries are
simplified with in line XZ systems.
Whilst rack driving is still probably
the most effective method for longer
systems, shorter stroke higher speed
applications can often be better
served by belt drives.

carriage
length,
position
of
bearings and gearboxes, designed
to suit the application. Whilst this
cuts down on having a separate
carriage for each X and Z axis,
there is the added benefit of being
able to position the key components
to make maintenance quick and
easy.

Carriages for XZ systems are a
common component with the overall

Picture shows a
common XZ carriage
using HB25 for X axis
and HB25C for Z and
HB25C.
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LENGTHENING THE X AXIS
A common trend for users is to want
to lengthen the gantry after the
system has been operational for
some time. The need to increase
production puts extra demand on
existing systems and rather than
invest in an additional gantry the
preference is often to extend if at all
possible.
This
can
be
particularly
problematical if the existing design
does not have the flexibility to easily
join the main X beam with
additional beams and guidance
systems.
HDS2 beams HB25 and HB33 are
normally supplied in 6 metre lengths
and have the facility to butt
additional beams using an internal
fixing plate.

HB 33 beam with internal fixing plates
for joining beams.

Picture shows beam joint and guide joint positions (4 close holes in guide)
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As the V guide sizes are known
from the original production batch
the existing guides can be added to
with matching lengths ensuring that
the joint is not concurrent with the
beam.
Matching of rack guides is achieved
in the same way ensuring that the
rack is joined at a tooth root.
For best results it is usual for the
affected slides at the end of the

beam to be returned to the factory
for processing. The resultant size
matching will enable a new 6 metre
length beam, or whatever length the
customer requires, to be easily fitted
to lengthen the gantry.
Additional Z axes can be located if
necessary and adjusted using the
bearing eccentric feature to achieve
optimum running over the entire
gantry length.

BELT DRIVE SYSTEMS
Whilst rack drive X axes are more
often than not the default solution
for longer stroke applications, the
belt driven HDLS product developed

from the HDS2 programme makes
an ideal axis where higher speeds
and shorter strokes are involved.

2 X HDLS systems in parallel
with cross Y axis

Any reduction in the weight of the Z
axis by not having to include the
motor / gearbox in the payload will
contribute to a longer system life.

This is especially applicable where
there are many stopping and
starting movements over a short
distance. HDLS belt drive systems
are generally cost effective up to 6
/ 8 metres.

REDUCING MAINTENANCE COSTS
For maximum efficiency any gantry
system installation must offer low
ongoing
maintenance
costs.
Environmental conditions can play a

large part in breakdowns and
replacement
of
components
especially
linear
systems.
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Not only must the linear guidance
provide sufficient rigidity and
accuracy for the process being
carried out, but often has to endure
dirt
ingress
from
associated
processes. High speed and high
duty systems also have the potential
to reduce the service life and
customers often have to accept that
a high duty cycle means linear
systems have to be replaced
regularly.
This need not be the case if certain
selection and design criteria are
met.
Sizing of linear systems is critical
here, it may be that two size 35
recirculating ball guides in parallel
has more than sufficient load
capacity, in theory. However,

When maintenance is required the
customer wants to know that the
replacement process is simple and
will not impinge too much on
production time.
All bearings used in HDS2 gantry
carriages are the removable type
and can be dismounted from the
carriage without the need to remove
the carriage from the end of the
axis. This means the whole process
is very quick and can be achieved
with minimal down time. Under

speed, hostile conditions and high
duty cycles can easily cause early
seizure if dirt ingresses the blocks
that provide the guidance.
V bearings to be used with V guides
come in diameters from 64mm to
150mm, so providing selection
criteria has been met the system is
highly unlikely to fail in service. In
many installations V systems have
proved to be the best choice in high
duty,
adverse
condition
applications. The system life, usually
calculated in Km, would have been
based on the bearings being the
first
component
needing
replacement
under
normal
lubricated conditions.
Replacement would only be after
many thousands of km service life.

lubricated conditions there is also
no need to change the guide.
Systems using re circulating ball
guides do not have this facility and
in many cases will require the whole
guidance system, blocks and rails to
be replaced. This is not a quick
process and will rely on the user to
reset new guides on the beams,
often at ceiling height. For long
gantries it is easy to lose two days
production assuming the user has in
stock the required rails and blocks.
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In respect of preserving the life of
the V guides, automated lubrication
systems for both guide system and
rack / pinion drives are standard
practise in HepcoMotion gantries.
Dispersion of lubricant is usually by
canisters
applying
measured
amounts to both pinion and bearing
V running surfaces.
For lower duty applications it is
possible to manually apply lubricant
through the bearing cap wipers and
directly on to the rack.
Periodic checking will be required
to ensure sufficient lubrication is
present although V guide systems
have the benefit that they only
require small amounts of lubricant to
be effective.

For many hostile conditions it is
acceptable to operate only with low
maintenance cap wipers to cover
the bearings and use the lubrication
facility.
For particularly hostile
conditions subject to high abrasive
dust it is possible to completely
cover the beam axis with a bellows
as shown below.

X and Y axis showing lubrication canisters in position.
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SUMMARY
The flexibility of an aluminium beam
is evident in the installation process
where adjustments are required to
achieve smooth running. The
additional benefit of being able to
extend an X axis beam with V
guides
attached
is
being
increasingly seen as a key reason
why aluminium structures have
become so popular.
Whilst steel beams clearly offer
superior stiffness, it is vital that the
beam maintains a high level of
straightness over the entire length.
Recirculating ball guides fitted to the
beam as the guidance solution will
not be particularly tolerant to any
flatness or straightness deviations.
Mounting surfaces always need to
be machined.

The greater compliance of an
aluminium beam with V guides and
flat tracks allows minor beam
inaccuracies to be accommodated
without applying significant extra
running forces to the linear systems.
Both aluminium and steel beam
structures have many attributes in a
given application. It is though, often
the fear of poor maintenance in
plants
in
certain
worldwide
locations that makes designers think
more about the need to eliminate
risks as well as meeting operational
requirements. To this end V guides
and aluminium beams score well
due to their low maintenance needs
and flexibility of design.
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